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Please note that you must only use this web form for registration of your first examination attempt. It is
important that it must not be a scanned file. No extensions are granted due to summer holidays. Portfolio
thesis A portfolio thesis consists of a number of small written presentations and a final written presentation of
larger scope. Please note that the submission deadline is typically 2â€”4 weeks prior to the assessment
deadline. In case of illness or other unusual circumstances during the thesis period, it is possible to apply for
exemption to extend the prescribed period. Please note that you should receive an email receipt 5. Oral defense
The department will send you information regarding the oral defence of the thesis either via mail or
BlackBoard. You commence a thesis amounting to 45 ECTS credits no later than Q2 the year after
commencement of studies. The academic supervisor must approve your title and problem statement. However,
you need to be able to prove the unusual circumstances with a medical certificate or other form of public
documentation. Read more on how to convert your paper to PDF. Thesis periods and important deadlines
Students following the prescribed study plan The following deadlines apply from January regarding
registration and submission of a thesis: You commence a thesis amounting to 60 ECTS credits no later than 1
September the year after commencement of studies. Registration of supervisor, tentative title and problem
statement. But it is much broader in scope, so it also makes bigger demands on academic depth and breadth.
The dispensation must include an approval of the supervisor and the exam venue. You will be notified by
e-mail once the thesis registration is in place. This feedback may be in writing, but it no longer constitutes part
of the assessment. Learn about the the rules for collecting and processing personal data GDPR. These time
frames include assessment. Specifically for students of Journalism cand. Your second attempt starts
automatically, and your new submission deadline will be three months after the original deadline. The table of
contents in the thesis report must state who is responsible for each individual part of the report. Ensure a clear
match of expectations with your supervisors How many meetings can you expect during the course of the
thesis note that there are no rules for the number of meetings, etc. Rather, the coordinators will use the
statement to find supervisors for students that have not yet found a supervisor as of 1 December. It is always
your own responsibility that the upload happens in time. If you develop your product in collaboration with a
company, institution or organisation, there must be no doubt about which parts you are responsible for and
which parts your partner is responsible for. It is the uploaded version of the master thesis that is legally
binding. If you do not submit the form at least 6 weeks before you submit your thesis, we will not have a
co-examiner ready to assess your Master's thesis in due time. See more under 'Examination' in the menu.
Many problems arise if there has not been a clear match of expectations right from the start. Autumn semester:
Your writing period is 4,5 months from the 1st of September. In principle, what your state on your registration
form is your best suggestion for a problem statement at the given time in the process. Please note that your
main supervisor must be tenured at Aarhus University, and that your thesis must be completed at Aarhus
University. Students not following the prescribed study plan Here the thesis is completed within the time
frame stated above, which means: A thesis amounting to 60 ECTS credits must be completed in ten months.
You will be given your grade after the defence proceedings. The final written presentation must present
relevant theoretical and methodical issues as well as reflecting on the parts of the portfolio and adding
perspective to them. The written presentation will often introduce the academic issue with which the product
is intended to deal. The thesis contract is drawn up by you and your prospective supervisor, and it must be
approved via the contract generator by you, your supervisor and your degree programme coordinator.


